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ABSTRACT

We present a study of the star formation histories of the Lupus I, III, and IV clouds using the Herschel 70–500 μm maps obtained by the Herschel Gould Belt Survey Key Project. By combining the new Herschel data with the existing Spitzer catalog we obtained an unprecedented census of prestellar sources and young stellar objects in the Lupus clouds, which allowed us to study the overall star formation rate (SFR) and efficiency (SFE). The high SFE of Lupus III, its decreasing SFR, and its large number of pre-main sequence stars with respect to proto- and prestellar sources, suggest that Lupus III is the most evolved cloud, and after having experienced a major star formation event in the past, is now approaching the end of its current star-forming cycle. Lupus I is currently undergoing a large star formation event, apparent by the increasing SFR, the large number of prestellar objects with respect to more evolved objects, and the high percentage of material at high extinction (e.g., above A_V ≈ 8 mag). Also Lupus IV has an increasing SFR; however, the relative number of prestellar sources is much lower, suggesting that its star formation has not yet reached its peak.


1. Introduction

In the current paradigm of low-mass star formation (SF), a gravitationally bound prestellar core will evolve into a young stellar object (YSO), passing through several phases, usually defined by Classes representing increasing stages of evolution: 0, I, II, and III (see André et al. 2000: Lada & Wilking 1984 for the definitions), before becoming a main-sequence star. While the later stages of low-mass SF are largely understood, less is known about the earlier stages (including the prestellar cores and the Class 0 objects) due to a lack of sensitivity and resolution at far-infrared to submm wavelengths. The Herschel Gould Belt Survey (HGBS, André et al. 2010), carried out with the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010), aims at studying these early stages of SF in nearby molecular clouds forming the so-called Gould Belt (Comerón et al. 1992).

Located at a distance between 150 pc (Lup I and IV) and 200 pc (Lup III; Comerón 2008), the Lupus clouds (I, III, IV) are among the nearest star-forming regions in the Gould Belt. The large angular extent of the Lupus clouds across the sky (334° < l < 352°, 5° < b < 25°) corresponds to a physical extent of 50 pc × 55 pc at a distance of 150 pc, similar to the distance range among the Lupus I, III, and IV, clouds (50 pc). Previous Spitzer (Merín et al. 2008, hereafter M08) and molecular-line (Benedettini et al. 2012) studies of Lupus I, III, and IV have found that the three clouds seem to be at different stages of evolution: Lupus I is thought to be the youngest cloud, Lupus IV is a little more evolved, and Lupus III is the most evolved cloud.
The Lupus I, III, and IV clouds were mapped, as a part of the HGBS, at five wavelengths from 70 μm to 500 μm, covering the range where the spectral energy distribution (SED) of cold dust emission from prestellar sources and envelopes of Class 0/I objects (protostars), is likely to peak. Therefore, the Herschel data are crucial for detecting these objects and determining their physical parameters. The combination of the M08 catalog, containing mostly Class II/III pre-main sequence (PMS) stars, with the prestellar cores and Class 0/I sources detected by Herschel allows for a much more complete view of the ongoing SF in the Lupus clouds than previously possible. Here, we present the first-look letter of the SF history of the Lupus clouds. A detailed analysis of the Herschel data on Lupus and the resulting catalog of identified objects will be presented in a forthcoming first-generation paper (Benedettini et al., in prep.) and will be publicly available at the HBGS website.

2. Herschel observations and data reduction

The Lupus maps were obtained between January 2010 and January 2011 by photometric observations with the Photodetector Array Camera and Spectrometer (PACS; Poglitsch et al. 2010) and Spectral and Photometric Imaging Receiver (SPIRE; Griffin et al. 2010) in parallel mode using a scanning speed of 60° s⁻¹. Map sizes are 2° × 2°:3 for Lupus I and 1°:5 × 1°:1 for Lupus III, covering a similar region as the Spitzer observations for both clouds. Lupus IV was imaged in two maps, 2° × 1°:3 and 1°:3 × 1°:3, covering the Spitzer map, as well as a new region, never mapped before at wavelengths of 160–500 μm. The data were exported from HIPE v7.0 (Ott 2010) at level 0.5, and processed with the ROMAGAL data reduction pipeline (Traficante et al. 2011; Piazzo et al. 2012). The maps were astrometrically aligned with the 70 μm MIPS images from the Spitzer “cores2disks” (c2d) survey (Evans et al. 2003), which in turn have been aligned with 2MASS data, based on a number of point sources observed in both 70 μm maps and yielding an astrometric precision of ~2′:5. Absolute flux calibration (see Bernard et al. 2010) was found to be better than 20% by comparing the Herschel data with the Planck and IRAS data in the same area. The resulting maps have beam sizes of 9′′, 12′′, 18′′, 25′′, 36′′, for 70 μm, 160 μm, 250 μm, 350 μm, and 500 μm, respectively. The Lupus I observations were affected by stray Moonlight, visible as a bright band in the declination direction of the map. Fortunately, this did not affect our compact source fluxes, since the background is removed in the procedure.

For computing column density and temperature maps, the 70–350 μm maps were convolved to the 500 μm resolution and rebinned to the same pixel size (11′′:5). The pixel-by-pixel modified black-body fits were then performed on the regridded maps, excluding the 70 μm map since this emission might not be tracing the cold dust exactly. For the modified black-body fitting we assumed a dust opacity of κ₁.₃mm = 0.004 cm² g⁻¹ (Hildebrand 1983), a grain emissivity parameter β = 2, and the mean molecular weight μ = 2.8 (Kauffmann et al. 2008). The resulting column density map (Fig. A.1) was used to define the cloud area: the emission within the AV = 2 mag (assuming the column density to AV relation of NH₂ = 9.4 × 10²⁰ AV cm⁻², Bohlin et al. 1978) contour was considered cloud emission and the integrated column densities in this contour (Table 1) agree within 20% with the masses from the c2d extinction maps² (Chapman et al. 2009) within the same area.

Compact source detection and extraction were performed with CuTEx (Molinari et al. 2011) in each of the five Herschel maps separately, using a 3σ SNR detection limit. Following Elia et al. (2010), sources across the five bands were associated according to their positions. We adopted a conservative approach and removed sources that had a displaced counterpart in the 350 μm or 500 μm bands by more than half of the FWHP from the source center common to the other bands, which can introduce a large uncertainty in the measured fluxes at the longer wavelengths. In particular, for the prestellar cores this could result in finding false objects by an overestimation of the mass (see next section). Sources with detection in fewer than three bands longward of λ = 70 μm were discarded. We then fit a single temperature modified black-body function to the SEDs of the extracted sources, again excluding the 70 μm flux, to derive dust temperatures. Source masses were then derived from the optically thin part of the modified black-body spectrum, using the same dust properties as above. The reduced chisquared was used to remove sources with badly fitted SEDs, which would yield uncertain masses and temperatures otherwise, and hence could have a faulty prestellar core classification. Objects identified as non-Lupus members based on their proper motions (López Martí et al. 2011), in total 16 objects, were removed. We cross-checked our sample with the SIMBAD and the c2d database to remove known extragalactic sources (in total 13 galaxies were found). Seven off-cloud unresolved objects without a 70 μm counterpart were classified as candidate galaxies and removed. Finally, to understand whether some of the off-cloud candidate protostars might have been misclassified (see Fig. A.1 and Sect. 4), we estimated the galaxy count completeness. Using the number counts from Clements et al. (2010), we find that for Lupus I and III we start lacking galaxies with flux levels of ~350 mJy at 250 μm, while for Lupus IV the limit is 700 mJy.

3. Results

Figure A.1 shows that the Lupus clouds are overall elongated in shape and fragmented into smaller clumps, in which most of the pre- and protostellar objects are located. A prestellar

Table 1. Properties of the Lupus clouds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud</th>
<th>Lupus I</th>
<th>Lupus III</th>
<th>Lupus IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>distance (pc)²</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coverage (degree²)²</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud area &gt; AV = 2 mag (pc²)</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud mass &gt; AV = 2 mag (M⊙)</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cloud mass &gt; AV = 8 mag (M⊙)</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₄ = N₄,₃50 + N₄,₃50</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₄,₃50/0/III²</td>
<td>1/10/10</td>
<td>1/10/50</td>
<td>3/9/11/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₃₅₀₄,₃₅₀/₄</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₃₅₀₄/IV</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. (²) See Comerón (2008) (²) SPIRE and PACS overlapping area. (²) Number of objects per Class 0, I, II, and III are based on the Herschel data and on the M08 catalog.

¹ http://gouldbelt-herschel.cea.fr/archives
² http://data.spitzer.caltech.edu/popular/c2d/20071101_enhanced_v1/
core is defined as a gravitationally bound dense core (size <0.05 pc) without an internal luminosity source that will supposedly form stars in the future (see e.g., Ward-Thompson et al. 1994; di Francesco et al. 2007). We used the ratio of the core mass to its critical Bonnor-Ebert mass $M_{\text{BE}}$, to distinguish between prestellar cores and unbound objects that may or may not form stars (cf. Könyves et al. 2010), where $M_{\text{BE}} = 2.4 \frac{R_{\text{c}}}{T_{\text{c}}} G m_{\text{H}}$ the Bonnor-Ebert mass (Bonnor 1956), $c_s$ the sound speed, $R_{\text{c}}$ the radius, and $T$ the core temperature. For the core mass, we used the mass obtained from the modified black-body fitting and computed the $M_{\text{BE}}$ using the fitted modified black-body temperature and the deconvolved radius at 250 $\mu$m. Cores with $\frac{M}{M_{\text{BE}}} > 1.0$ are gravitationally bound (Bonnor 1956) and were classified as prestellar, while cores with a lower ratio were considered unbound objects. An example of prestellar core SED is given in Fig. 1.

A protostar is defined as a core that is internally heated by an embedded YSO and is still accreting material from its envelope. The presence of a YSO is ascertained by a 70 $\mu$m embedded YSO and is still accreting material from its envelope. The presence of a YSO is ascertained by a 70 $\mu$m embedded YSO and is still accreting material from its envelope.

4. Star formation history

Palla & Stahler (2000) posit that the star formation rate (SFR) has been increasing in the Lupus clouds over the past 4 Myr using number counts of PMS stars, whose ages they estimated through comparison with theoretical evolutionary PMS tracks. Our sample contains both prestellar cores and Class 0/I objects, and by merging with the M08 catalog we can, therefore, estimate the recent SFR behavior better than in previous studies.

One can deduce the relative number of objects $N$ of a certain class with respect to a reference class expected for a constant SFR as $N = N_{\text{ref}} \times \tau / \tau_{\text{ref}}$ by assuming the classes’ lifetimes $\tau$ and $\tau_{\text{ref}}$. Since the Class II objects are expected to be complete (M08 and SIMBAD), we chose this as the reference class with the lifetime estimate of 2 ± 1 Myr (see Evans et al. 2009). For the other classes, we assume 0.5 Myr for the prestellar lifetime (Enoch et al. 2008), 0.05 Myr for the Class 0 lifetime (Froebrich et al. 2006), and 0.84 Myr for the Class I lifetime (Evans et al. 2009). Using these lifetimes, we derived the expected numbers of objects in each Class (relative to the number of Class II objects). Figure 3 shows the ratio $\eta$ of the observed-to-expected source numbers for the prestellar ($\eta_{\text{pres}}$), Class 0 ($\eta_{\text{cl0}}$), and I ($\eta_{\text{cl1}}$) objects in each cloud. In this figure, we also plot the $\eta_{\text{cl1}}$ without the possible galaxy contaminated sources (see Fig. A.1) based on the estimated completeness limit. Clearly, this possible contamination does not influence our SFR conclusions.

For both Lupus I and IV we find more prestellar, Class 0, and Class I objects than predicted for a constant SFR. We are therefore witnessing an increasing SFR over the past 0.5–1.5 Myr. The $\eta$’s, particularly the $\eta_{\text{pres}}$, is much larger in Lupus I than in Class II/III objects, was taken from M08 and SIMBAD. M08 also identified flat SED objects that trace the transition between Class I and II (Greene et al. 1994). Since we cannot distinguish between Class I and F sources with the Herschel data, we considered them as Class I objects.

With the conservative source selection (Sect. 2) and the classification described above, we found 47 candidate prestellar cores (see Fig. 2, continued in Fig. A.2, for all the five-band images). For the entire Lupus complex, the prestellar cores have median masses of 0.25 $M_\odot$ within a range of 0.1–3.0 $M_\odot$, and median temperatures of 9 K within a range of 7–14 K. The mean prestellar source size is 0.02 ± 0.01 pc. Five Class 0 sources were found (Figs. 2 and A.2), of which most were previously classified as Class I objects (M08). The only previously known Class 0 is Lup MM3 (Tachihara et al. 2007). The Class 0 temperatures are between 9.5 K and 15 K. Their envelope masses ranged from 0.08 to 0.6 $M_\odot$. For two Class 0 sources, we compared the dust temperatures obtained from the Herschel data to the kinetic temperatures obtained from ammonia (Benedettini et al. 2012), and found that they agree within 20%. We found 14 new Class I candidates in the Lupus clouds, 11 of which were outside the field covered by Spitzer c2d.

Table 1 summarizes the properties of the Lupus clouds and the objects found therein based on our results and the M08 catalog. The overlap between the Herschel data, including the YSOs that were only detected at $\lambda = 70$ $\mu$m and 160 $\mu$m, with the M08 catalog was quite large, especially for the younger Class I objects. We detected 61% of their Class I objects, 46% of their Class II objects, and 10% of their Class III objects in the area covered by both surveys. For the few undetected Class I objects, we place an upper limit of 66 mJy at 250 $\mu$m, and assuming a point source morphology, this implies a mass limit of 0.002 $M_\odot$ at a dust temperature of 15 K.
that Lupus III is the most evolved cloud, which after having experienced a major star formation event, is now approaching the end of its current star-forming cycle. The properties of Lupus III seem to be similar to those of Chameleon I, where Belloche et al. (2011) claim to see the end of star formation based on prestellar cores found in 870 μm LABOCA data. On the other hand, Lupus I is currently undergoing a large star formation event, apparent by the increasing SFR and the large number of prestellar objects with respect to more evolved sources. Also Lupus IV has an increasing SFR; however, the relative number of prestellar sources is much lower, suggesting that its star formation has not yet reached its peak and that Lupus IV is at an earlier stage of evolution than Lupus I. The contrast between the increasing SFR in Lupus I and the decreasing SFR in Lupus III is possibly reminiscent of the contrast between L1688 and L1689 in Ophiuchus. There, L1688 is an active star-forming cloud with many prestellar cores, while L1689 contains only a few prestellar cores, even though these clouds have similar CO properties. However, while Nutter et al. (2006) explain this difference by an external trigger from a nearby OB association, we claim that the diverse SFRs and SFEs in Lupus result from the clouds being in different states of their star formation cycle.

In Table 1 we also list the fraction of cloud mass above the SF threshold of $A_V \approx 8$ mag found in recent studies (e.g., Heiderman et al. 2010; André et al. 2010). This number, which is independent of source selection and identification, provides an estimate of the percentage of cloud mass directly available for SF, and it is expected to scale as the probability of finding prestellar cores. Spezzi et al. (2011) were the first to use this method on the extinction maps of the Lupus clouds. We applied this method to the Herschel data and found that Lupus I has a much higher percentage of mass above the $A_V$ threshold than the Lupus III and IV clouds, supporting the idea of a star formation event in this cloud. Lupus IV has a only slightly higher percentage of dense material than Lupus III, as was also noted by Spezzi et al. (2011), supporting the similar number of prestellar cores found in these two clouds. The fraction of cloud mass above this $A_V$ threshold correlates well with the number of prestellar cores found with Herschel, thereby strengthening our conclusions.
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Fig. A.1. $\text{H}_2$ column density maps of Lupus I, III, and IV in units of $10^{20}$ cm$^{-2}$ with $A_V$ contours overplotted. For Lupus III and IV the contours are $A_V = 2, 3, 6,$ and 9 mag, while for Lupus I the contours are 4, 6, and 9 mag (to avoid the stray Moonlight). The different classes of objects, from the Herschel data and from the M08 catalog, are indicated. The off-cloud candidate Class I sources, marked by an asterisk, are those we considered as possible galaxy contaminations (shown by a dashed line in Fig. 3). The one off-cloud Class I in Lupus I without an asterisk has strong 24 $\mu$m emission, so is less likely to be a galaxy. Dashed contours mark the Spitzer MIPS coverage.
Fig. A.1. continued.
Fig. A.2. Visual catalog of the prestellar cores (contour levels are peakflux × 0.99, 0.95, 0.90, 0.80, 0.70, 0.60, and 0.50) and Class 0 objects in the three Lupus clouds (I, III, IV), continued from Fig. 2. The maps are centered on the prestellar core/Class 0 object and are ordered per cloud by right ascension.
Fig. A.2. continued.